General Announcements
 None
Follow-up Items
 Are town hall minutes online now?
Agenda Items
WEC Chair

Social Chair

Title of agenda item

Carnival and Picnic
Social Chair

Parents' Resource
Coordinators
President

Graduate Coordinators

Tonight

Natural Childbirth
Class Renewal

Water Games Day
Constitution

Description of item
We still need volunteers for the following:
Popcorn machine - Jeff
Bowling
Ring Toss
Check-in table - Hordur
Ice pick-up - Jason
We also would like to request extra money for purchasing ice
cream and paper goods from Costco.
Registration countAdults: 86
Children: 47
Total: 133
And don't forget that we will be assembling games and prizes
tonight! :)
Liz Hammond wants permission to use the lounge for another
session of Natural Childbirth Classes. This session will be 12
weeks, from July 12- Sept 27. She is requesting the lounge from
5:30-8:30. In the past we have given her free lounge reservations
in exchange for residents attending the class for free.
We would like to have a water games day at Westgate to enjoy the
hot summer.
We ask for $75 in total, that include
$25 to buy a double slide (that we could hopefully enjoy the whole
summer)
$20 to buy (20) squirt guns
$10 to buy (300) water bombs and hose adapters
$20 to buy popsicles
Our initial plan is to have it on Sat 07/10 or Sat 07/17 in the grassy
area outside Tang or in the playground if it is not available.
Review of voting results and discussion of what to do next.
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Will discuss

$115
Approved
We need to
make sure we
can use the
double slide.

Approved

$125
Approved
- Megan will do
a paper goods
inventory
before buying
more.

Notes

WEC Meeting
July 1, 2010

125

75

Westgate Summer
Evening Study Group

Graduate Coordinators

Couples' Resource
Coordinators

Partners' Community
Coordinators
Partners' Community

Graduate Coordinators
Partners' Community
Coordinators

Townhall with IS&T in
September

Comment Cards
Reserve basement for
World Cup final

Sunday lunch
Allocation of orientation

Possible discussion of how to amend/change areas of concern. *
(We're submitting this on behalf of Mia White)
This would be a group which meets twice a week in the evenings,
in the basement lounge. The goal of the group is to provide an
environment in which Westgate residents can support each other's
productivity throughout the summer. All Westgate residents are
welcome and no registration is required. Email reminders to the
community will go out once weekly.
Cost: We would need the $5 reservation fee waived, twice a week
through the rest of the summer; probably Tuesy 9PM-whenever
and Thurs, 6pm-whenever. We would also request $25/week
through the rest of the summer, for study snacks. Mia White will
coordinate the group and snacks,
We are looking to start ASAP.
Note: Currently, the small lounge has no desks and also becomes
quite hot after awhile, so the big lounge is preferred for longer
periods of work productivity.
Many thanks for your consideration.
(Jeff’s notes: Current lounge reoccurring events are 5:30-9:30
Mon Childbirth Class, 8-10 Tue Art Club, 7:30-9:30 Wed Coffee Hr,
6-8:30 WEC/Town Hall)
With all the wireless issues in the past year, we want to schedule a
representative from IS&T to attend the September townhall. We
want to heavily advertise and encourage residents to come with
questions and hear what information IS&T has about the wireless
at Westgate.
We want to discuss a couple of ideas on how to effectively get
people to fill out the comment cards. We also want to get an
anonymous comment box going in the lobby. We think WEC needs
to make a bulk number of comment cards to have available in the
UE closet so their easy to access.
We reserved the basement for World Cup final (7/11). We wanted
to check if WEC agrees with that.
We would like to request $250 (for 50 persons) for an event on
Sunday 7/11 from 12:00 - 14:00. We will have fruits, berries, and
other refreshing snacks. This would be hosted in the courtyard
picnic area. We would also like to take the opportunity to promote
the new chessboard. Does Westgate own chess pieces? If not, it
would be a good addition to the board game collection.
We will receive $1200 orientation event budget. Discussion on how
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$25/week

$0.05 per
copy x
200
copies=
about $10

procedure
again in
September.

One night
approved.
Monday 9 PM
to 12 AM
Will be a WEC
event.
Jeff will take
care of the
promotion.

Approved for
October

To be discuss
later.

$275
Approved

Will be done

Fixing the Shed

New Shirts

Hot grill nights budget
Guidelines on
Westgate Events

Secretary-Treasurer

Social Chair

Social Chair

Coordinators
Partners' Community
Coordinators
Parents' Resource
Coordinators

event budget

Main Entrance Chain

End Thoughts
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we allocate these funds.
We are leaving on July 13th and want to stock the coals before we
leave. Need to verify what the budget covers.
Talk about general guidelines on Westgate events. Useful for new
officers.
We need new shirts for WEC. Does anyone wantot design a new
logo?
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And the verdict is…
Why is it there? And why isn't it illuminated? It poses a serious
threat hazard.

 Any suggestions/recommendations for our next meeting?

with BBQ.
$100
Approved
To be discuss
later.
To be discuss
later.
Will be
secured to the
fence. Jason
will coordinate
with Michael
Collins.
To be discuss
later.

